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AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES FOUNDATION OF TEXAS, INC,

March 26, 1985 ,

Bob McPherson
600 West 7th StreetExecutive Assistant for Programs
Austin, Texas 78701Office of the Governor
(512) 477-5849Sam Houston Building (Room 2)

Austin, Texas JAMES C. HARRINGTON

re: Project SAVE

Dear Bob:

We understand that Governor White will meet soon with the Commis-
sioner of the Immigration and Naturalization Service about INS'
desire to implement Project SAVE in Texas.

The purpose of this letter is voice our strong objections and
request that Texas not accept Projffl-li/LE...=/0........=d

Let me briefly outline the civil liberties concerns about imple-
menting Project SAVE. They fall into four general areas.

As a matter of principle, we oppose any attempt to hook up one
agency's computer information about individual persons with the
computer of another government agency, particalarly one that has
as poor a record as does INS in enforcing constitutional safe-
guards in Texas. That violates any sense of privacy.

Further, Texas law on privacy may well prohibit a state agency
from sharing its confidential information with an unrelated
federal agency.

Secondly, INS' argument that the purpose of Project SAVE is to
save money that would otherwise be expended for ineligible
claimants is dubious at best.

Texas agencies already effectively implement mechanisms to verify
that people in the United States without proper documentation or
not ctherwise under color of law do not receive benefits.

All the studies with which I am familiar indicate that persons
without documentation do not apply for government benefits. It
is illogical that they would because the potential of exposing
their undocumented status and being deported is too great.
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Our fear is that, on the converse, Project SAVE may be used as a
means to intimidate people away from the benefits to which theyare otherwise enbitled. Farm workers, for example, who are just
now coming under the Unemployment Compensation Act, may well be
too intimidated by the INS screening process that they willsimply avoid one more tangle with an agency, given their generallyunpleasant experience with other agencies. The purpose of the
Unemployment Compensation Act is effectuated by eAcouragi'ngpeople to take advantage of benefits and hot disteuraging themfrom doing so.

Project SAVE does not really save Texas money. Any savings would
inure to the federal government and not to the State. On theother hand, the State would have to provide its own funds fol theComputer system and the personnel needed to effectuate theprogram.

Likewise, if there was any litigation attacking the project, it
would be Texas that would pay the cost of litigation, as well asany retroactive benefits that were wrongly denied, either to an
individual or to a class. The federal government would not reim-burse those costs.

So, in terms of whatever financial gain there might be, and itwould seem fairly small, that would benefit the federal govern-
ment and expose Texas to administrative and litigative costs ata latet date.

Third, my own experience, as well as what I have learned, con-
firms that the INS computer is not current and is often erroneous.

For example, a scenario could occur in which that a person with
adjusted status would be entitled to unemployment compensationbut a computer check, which was behind in the data, would rejectthat person for not having proper documentation. That would ex-
pose, of course, Texas to litigation -- apart from the obviousinjustice.

An even more serious problem is that the INS computer does not
show everybody who is in the United States under color of law. A
number of people are in the country under color of law by virtue
of a myriad of lawsuits (such as those who were protected by
Silva awhile back). Those protected by court order are entitled
to work in the United States. According to the INS computer,
they would not have proper documentation. That would also be
true of people who are parolees or asylum seekers and whose
claims are in administrative/legal limbo because of lawsuits or
just because of the agencies' inability to deal with the asylum
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issues. This has been particularly true of situations withHaitians and with those from El Salvador, who comprise a largenumber of people here in Texas. It does not make any sense tokeep those people from working and contributing to society whilethey are in the United States under color of law.
One simply cannot escape the conclusion that Project Save isbeing tquted by the federal government for political reasons.The second inescapable conclusion is that INS is attempting toshift its own federal responsibility onto State people, havingthose folks enforce immigration laws at their expense and beingable to blame them to the extent that INS is not able to enforceits own statutory obligations.

1
The potential civil rights and civil liberties abuses of ProjectSAVE are significant. It is clear that Project SAVE may discri-minate against people who are in the United States under color orclaim of law. Likewise, there are serious privacy concerns aboutthe use of computers in our society, particularly when they inter-lock or interface one with another. The due process questions oferroneous computer infomation are substantial in that benefitsare denied to people who are otherwise statutorily entitled tothem.

We hope that you understand our concerns. We urge you to takewhatever steps needed to assure that Project SAVE is not imple-mented in Texas. Project SAVE has no fiscal benefit to Texas.It is an effort by the federal government to hhift its ownresponsibilities and costs to the State. Whatever its merit,Project SAVE raises the spectre of tremendous violations andabuse for those who, of all folks, work the hardest to make oursociety as strong as it is.

Thank you for your attention in this matter. If there is anyother information we can provide, please let us know.
Since e , -,/*1 4«q
Jame C. arrington <-~
Leg Dir ctor
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March 26, 1985

Commissioner Marlin Johnston
Department of Human Resources
Box 2960
Austin, Texas 78769

re: Project SAVE

Dear Commissioner Johnston:

We understand that Governor White will meet soon with the Commis-sioner of the Immigration and Naturalization Service about INS'desire to implement Project SAVE in Texas.

We also understand that DHR has had a SAVE pilot program in placealready for a period of time.

The purpose of this letter is voice our strong objections andrequest that Texas not accept Project SAVE®

Let.me briefly outline the civil liberties concerns about imple-menting Project SAVE. They fall into four general areas.

As a .matter of principle, we oppose any attempt to hook up oneagency's computer information about individual persons with thecomputer of another government agency, particularly one that hasas poor a record as does INS in enforcing constitutional safe-guards in Texas. That violates any sense of privacy.

Further, Texas law on privacy may well prohibit a state agencyfrom sharing its confidential information with an unrelatedfederal agency.

Secondly, INSg argument that the purpose of Project SAVE is tosave money that would otherwise be expended for ineligibleclaimants is dubious at best.

Texas agencies already effectively implement mechanisms to verifythat people in the United States without proper documentation ornot otherwise under color of law do not receive benefits®
All the studies with which I am familiar indicate that personswithout documentation do not apply for government benefits. Itis illogical that they would because the potential of exposingtheir undocumented status and being deported is too great.
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Our fear is that, on the converse, Project SAVE may be used as ameans to intimidate people away from the benefits to which they
are otherwise entitled. Farm workers, for example, who are just
now coming under the Unemployment Compensation Act, may well be
too intimidated by the INS screening process that they will
simply avoid one more tangle with an agency, given their generally
unpleasant experience with other agencies. The purpose of the
Unemployment Compensation Act, or of the Food Stamp Act which DHR
administers, is effectuated by encouraging people to take advan-tage of benefits and not discouraging them from doing so.
Project SAVE does not really save Texas money. Any savings would
inure to the federal government and not to the State. On the
other hand, the State would have to provide its own funds for the
computer system and the personnel needed to effectuate the program.
Likewise, if there was any litigation attacking the project, it
would be Texas that would pay the cost of litigation, as well asany retroactive benefits that were wrongly denied, either to an
individual or to a class. The federal government would not reim-burse those costs.

So, in terms of whatever financial gain there might be, and it
would seem fairly small, that would benefit the federal govern-
ment and expose Texas to administrative and litigative costs at
a later date®

Third, my own experience, as well as what I have learned, con-
firms that the INS computer is not current and is often erroneous.

For example, a scenario could occur in which that a person with
adjusted status would be entitled to unemployment compensation
but a computer check, which was behind in the data, would reject
that person for not having proper documentation. That would ex-
pose, of course, Toxas to litigation -- apart from the obvious
injustice.

An even more serious problem is that the INS computer does not
show everybody who is in the United States under color of law. A
number of people are in the country under color of law by virtue
of a myriad of lawsuits (such as those who were protected by
Silva awhile back). Those protected bv court order are entitled
to work in the United States. According to the INS computer,
they would not have proper documentation. That would also be
true of people who are parolees or asylum seekers and whose
claims are in administrative/legal limbo because of lawsuits or
just because of the agencies' inability to deal with the asylum
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issues. This has been particularly true of SituqtionS with
Haitians and with those from El Salvador, who comprise a large
number of people here in Texas. It does not make any sense tokeep those people from working and cpntributing to society while
they are in the United States under color of law.

One simplv cannot escane the oonclusion that Project Save is
being touted hy the federal government for political reasons.
The second inescapable conclusion is that INS is attompting to
shift its own federal responsibility onto Stfte peoole, having
those folks enforce immigration laws at their expen98 and being
ahle to blame them to the extent that INS ir not able to enforce
its own statutory obligations.

The potential civil rights and civil liberties abuses of Project
SAVE are gignificint. It is clear thnt Project SAVE may discri-
minate against people who are in the United States under color or
claim of law. Likewise, there are serlouM privacv concerns about
the use of computers in our societv, Darticulnrlv when thev inter-
lock or interfice one with another. The ,1,3 e process questions oforroneous computer information are substantial in that benefits
are denied to people who are otherwise statutorily entitled to
them.

We hope that vou understnnd our concerns. Ve urre yow to take
whatever steps needed to assure that Project SAVE is not imple-
mentqd in Texas. Project SAVE has no fiscal,bune fit to Texas.
It is an effort by the federal government to snift its own
responsihilitles and costs to the State. Whatnvor tin merit,
Project SAVE raises the spectre of tremendous violations and
abuse for those who, of all folks, work the hardest to maire our
society as strong as it is.

Finally, wo request that you make available to us as soon as
possible all information which .DMR hgs, as to the SAVE pilot
program(s), as well as any other information which DHR has ahnut
Project SAVE Droposals.

Thank you for your attentipn in this matter. If there is any
other information we can provide, please lot us know.

Sincerely,

James C. Harrington
Legal Director

CORR2/SAVE7
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April 17,1985 - - ixic,MAS M [,UNNING
Dallas

Mr. James C. Harrington
Legal Director
American Civil Liberties Foundation of Texas, Inc.
600 West 7th Street
Austin, Texas 78701

Dear Mr. Harrington:

Subject: Project SAVE (Systematic Alien Verification for Entitlement)

This is in response to your letter of March 26, 1985 which documented your
concerns regarding implementation of the Immigration and Naturalization Ser-
vice (INS) proposed Project SAVE in Texas.

The Texas Department of Human Resources (TDHR) does not currently nor have we
in the past conducted the SAVE pilot program. The TDHR Investigation Division
does serve as the liaison with INS for receiving sensitive Food Stamp and AFDC
documents confiscated during the deportation process. INS also provides a
list.of deportable individuals to TDHR for purposes .of identifying potential
welfare fraud cases. Historically these activities represent the extent of
our relationship with INS to date.

Recently INS introduced Project SAVE to the Department as an initiative de-
signed to prevent payment of entitlement benefits to aliens illegally in the
United States. The program affords agencies who manage entitlement programs
the ability to screen clients by Alien Registration Number on the INS computer
and provides training in recognizing fraudul ent INS alien identification
documents. Per your request I have attached an overview of the proposed SAVE
program which was provided to us by INS.

Although we have no immediate plans to implement the SAVE program as proposed
by INS, a pilot for validating alien verification documents provided by Food
Stamp Program applicants is under discussion. There are several points
regarding this proposal that I would like to emphasize.

1. A computer match between the TDHR and INS computers would not occur.
Currently questionable information must be verified prior to deter-
mining eligibility for food stamp benefits. In the pilot area, if
questionable alien verification were presented, the Alien Number would
be dispersed to the District INS office for computer inquiry. INS
would then share the available information on record for the individual
assigned to this Alien Number. This would be with the full consent and
knowledge of the applicant.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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2. I share your concerns regarding the rationale used by INS to project
cost-savings. The Department supports initiatives which ensure that
only eligible applicants receive benefits and takes all statutory and
regulatory precautions to prevent program abuse. However, effective
preservation of program integrity is important for ensuring that ben-
efits and services can be maintained for those individuals who are
legally entitled to receive them. I agree that the INS proposal could
deter eligible recipients from applying.

It is also true that any cost-savings resulting from implementation of
Project SAVE in the FOod Stamp Program would be realized in terms of
federal dollars only. Likewise state dollars could be at risk from
potential lawsuits as well as Quality Control and/or federal audit
exceptions.

3. Finally, your point regarding the INS computer data is also an issue
with TDHR. Its availability is questionable in terms of substance and
currency and is not sufficient for TDHR to impose adverse action.

The Governor has not made a decision regarding the feasibility of implementing
Project SAVE in Texas. However, TDHR does not intend to embark upon any
initiative which would compromise the civil rights or privacy of the citizens
served by our agency. Because of the concerns noted above and our interest in
preserving program benefits for entitled individuals, TDHR prefers to test a
modified system for validating verification provided by applicants during the
normal application process. This pilot would be c6nducted in a restricted
controlled area, would follow prescribed federal statutes and regulations and
would allow us to determine cost savings using our own methodology. Should
TDHR decide to proceed with a pilot involving INS or use of their data, the
project plan will be shared with you in advance of implementation.

If additional information is required please contact Mr. Gordon Hardy at
450-4210 or Mrs. Diane Bottoms at 450-3463.

Sincerely,

Marlin W. John
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THE SAVE PROGRAM

The SAVE Program (Systematic Alien yerification for fntitlements) has been
developed by the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) to increase
the level of cooperation between INS and federal, state, and local
entitlanent benefit disbursing agencies. The objective of the program is
to prevent payment of entitlement benefits to aliens illegally in the
United States.

The SAVE program will enhance control of illegal irrmigration by reducing
the ability of illegal aliens to remain in the United States. The program
will also ensure that the limited funds available in entitlement benefit
programs will be preserved for those who are legally entitled.

Several INS offices have already initiated programs with state agencies to
identify alien applicants for entitlement benefits. These programs have
resulted in significant cost avoidance for the state agencies at a minimal
cost. These local efforts have served as prototypes for the SAVE Program.

The SAVE Program operates through the use of INS records by state
agencies. INS automated record terminals are placed in facilities under
the control of the state with appropriate safeguards to protect the
integrity of INS records. State agencies have direct access to INS
records to verify the immigration status of aliens who apply for
entitlement benefits. If there is no record, or a questioned record
appears, the applicant is referred to INS for formal status verification.
Pilot projects in three states have proven the effectiveness of this
approach. (See attached flow chart of the process.)

In each case a number of procedural or political hurdles were encountered
and dventually overcome. While problems varied from state to state, they
were of the following types:

o Equipment and other resource limitations prevent direct access to
INS records. This may be resolved through the lease of INS
equipment.

o Legal issues relating tg privacy and administration of state
records prevent the disclosure or exchange of information. These
may require a legislative remedy, or the revision of state regu-
lations after public notice.

o Some local entitlement agency officials are reluctant to act as
'law enforcers' with respect to illegal aliens. The answer is the
realization that the distribution of entitlement benefits is in
fact an enforcement of federal and state legislation, and em-
ployees have a fiduciary responsibility to ensure that benefits
are not unlawfully distributed.
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THE SAVE PROGRAM

Currently, the most productive entitlement cost avoidance program is in

California where estimated payments in excess of $96 million will be
avoided in FY 1984. This avoidance is achieved by performing automated

record checks and referring "no record" and "questioned records" to INS
personnel for status verification interviews. In FY 1984 over 21,900

unentitled aliens are expected to be identified and removed from Food
Stamps, AFDC, Medicaid and Unamployment Compensation programs in the State
of California alone. (See the California model in appendix A2) Smaller,
but equally effective programs are operational in Colorado and Illinois.
(See appendix Al & A3)

Direct computer access to INS alien records is essential for successful
long-term operation of the SAVE program. A uniform requirement of all
benefit-disbursing agencies is timely and accurate information to avoid
delay or denial of benefits to eligible applicants. When the pilot
programs were started as manual operations INS personnelwerequickly
overwhelmed by the volume of record checks, backlogs grew, and it was
difficult to provide the timely responses needed by other agencies. TO

prevent similar problens as the SAVE Program expands, INS is prepared to
provide access to the Alien Status Verification Index and facilitate the
linking of state canputer systems, where they exist, to the INS system.

PROJECTED TIMETABLES

Time tables include initial active liaison at the State and agency head-
quarters level to elicit participation and support throughout chains of
command. Within two months a formal Memorandum of Understanding can be
signed to implement the program. Installation of hardware can be com-
pleted within nine months from initial contact by INS. However, this time
frame is dependent on the availability and accessibility of hardware, and
the resolution of policy and privacy concerns which may exist at the state
level.

PRaJECTIONS OF POTENTIAL COST AVOIDANCE

The total potential cost avoidance with all fifty states and federal
agencies active in the program is at least 11 billion dollars per year.
Estimates of potential cost avoidance for an individual state are based on
population. The following table outlines a range of estimated potential
savings for states falling in three general categories based on population
size.
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Dr. Hector Garcfa
GI Forum 600 West 7th Street
1315 Bright Austin, Texas 78701
Corpus Christi, TX 78405 (512) 477-5849

re: Project SAVE JAMES C. HARRINGTON

Dear Dr. Garciar

We understand that Governor White is getting closer to deciding
whether Texas will implement Project SAVE as requested of him by
the Immigration and Nationalization Service.

I have met with various state officials about the potential of
Texas assisting INS in this matter.

Our concerns are three-fold.

First is our traditional fear of expanding computer hook-ups be-
tween government agencies, particularly unrelated state and
federal agencies.

Secondly, because the INS computers are notoriously inaccurate and
do not show people with legitimate status in the United States
under court order, cross checks with the INS computer are going
to make it more difficult for people to obtain benefits when they
do so under court-protected status (such as the earlier Silva
case, the Haitian cases, and the like). This problem is
augmented because often times class members do not always know
that they are entitled to protection and could be removed from
that protection by being deported under the INS computer.

Third, the publicity generated by INS on its own initiative when-
ever programs like these are implemented have the effect of
scaring people away from benefits because of their desire not to
tangle with a bureaucracy in order to obtain benefits. This
would be particularly true of farm workers just now coming into
the unemployment system who perhaps have only arranged legal sta-
tus in the last 10 years and would fear having that status
jeopardized by applying for benefits. Even if that fear maybe
unfounded, the general overall negative thrust by INS would have
the potential of scarring people away.

LA UNION AMERICANA DE DERECHOS CIVILES EN TEXAS .4,"A,
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At the present time, only the Texas Employment Commission (BillGrossenbacher, Executive Director) and the Texas Department ofHuman Resources (Marlin Johnston, Commissioner) are consideringimplementation of Project SAVE. Enclosed is some of our corre-spondence with them.

Your help would be a boost in staving off one more INS attempt.
Sin er ly,

Ovvt i z~
Jam C. Harrington
Le 1 Di ector

CO R/GA CIA4
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Dr. Hector Garcia -

1315 Bright Street
Corpus Christi, Texas 78405
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Dear Dr. Garcia:

Thank you for your inferest in my late husband's work.
You were always his valued friend; I never forget that.

As I mentioned in our recent telephone conversation, George's
papers, publications, other writings, correspondence and
collection of books have all been turned over to the Latin
American Collection at the University of Texas at Austin.
There are very few things still here and I.am. sending a copy
of what I have. I hope this material, limited as it is,
will be of some use to you. The person at the University
with whom you might correspond in regard to George's writings

4 is Ms. Laura Gutierrez-Witt, Benson Latin American Collection,
Sid Richardson Hall 1.108, The University of Texas at Austin
Austin, Texas 78712-7330.

It was very good to hear from you. Best wishes.

Sincerely,

©Li-;664
Luisa G. G. Sdnchez

.Y#
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